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STUDENT ASSOCIATION MINUTES

At 6:00 p.m., October 17, 1967, a Tuesday evening, the Student Association met in the SA office for its regular weekly meeting. Eight members were present. Mike O'Neal, Dave Young, and Ronnie Reeves were excused for the American Studies trip. Mary K Walker was ill. Rick Harris opened the meeting with a prayer.

Old Business

Vice-President Gailyn Van Rheenan called the meeting to order. The first item of business was the rooming for the Thanksgiving lectureship. The American Heritage rooms have almost all been reserved. The Council suggested that the wing counselors in the boys' dorms ask the boys about rooming some of the guests. For the girls, it was recommended to have either a paper for students to sign on the dorm bulletin boards who could keep students, stating the number in each room that could be housed, or that a student on each floor visit all the rooms to ask what rooms could house guests and the number. These ideas will be given to the housing committee of the Lectureship.

Cafeteria Study Hall—After witnessing the negative reaction of the students at the past Leadership Conference about the opening of one of the cafeterias for a study hall, Gailyn asked the Council if they still thought this idea would be a good recommendation for the Library Committee. Judy stated the negative reaction was due mostly to the fact that there was no explanation given on such a plan. The Council decided to go ahead and make the recommendation. Sam Hester is to write the final copy of the recommendation.
Homecoming—It was suggested by Gailyn that a powder puff football game be held before Homecoming with the girls playing the game and football player cheering. Rick moved that the SA sponsor such a game and Sam moved that it be seconded. The proposal passed. The date for the game before Homecoming was disapproved by the Council because of so much going on before then. Judy moved that the game be held on Thursday, November 9 and Rick seconded the motion. It carried. This date was preferred because it is during Pledge Week and after nine weeks tests. Some suggestions were made for the team coaches.

Jerry Copeland
Richard Sinkfield
Ken Merritt
Denny Sinkfield
Denny Reeves
Ken Williams

Record Name—Gailyn asked the group if they had any suggestions for the record name. Judy asked that if the record was to be an annual event, was there any need to change its name from last year? The Council had a four minute brainstorm for ideas of names.

OFF THE RECORD
EARBOOK
EARBOOK II
EAR LOBE
EAR WAX
AN EAR PIERCING EXPERIENCE
EAR DRUM
THE INNER EAR
THE NEWS BEAT
INSIDE STORY
YAK FROM HARDING
IN THE GROOVE
THE BISON GROOVE
THE BLAST
BISON BREAKTHROUGH
CUTTING REMARKS
EAR MARKS
KEEPING IN THE SWING(S)
ROUND THE CAMPUS
HARDING'S TALE
THE BISON'S TALE
BENNY'S TALE
BISON PLACE
HARDING PLACE
Judy suggested for a record idea the recording of the Stapelton House alligator. The boys have a football team named the Gatas in the Stapelton House.

**Floats**—Gailyn reported he had called the fairgrounds' manager about the use of some of their building to build the class floats in. The classes can use any of the stock buildings. Disadvantage of these buildings is that they are all open on the sides. Dr. Gilliam suggested the obtaining of plastic sheets to hang on the sides of the building for bad weather. The sheets are cheap and possibly could be donated by a lumber yard in town. The Council approved using these building with some protection at the sides.

**Miscellaneous**—Gailyn asked that Richard turn in his directory report, Sam his leadership conference report and Helen her calendar report by the next meeting.

**Chapel on Homecoming**—The date of presenting the Homecoming court in chapel has been changed to Thursday, October 26, because a visiting speaker will be on campus on October 27 and will be speaking in chapel.

**Parking Problem**—Gailyn asked Judy to make the recommendation
copy for possible solutions suggested by the Council the previous meeting.

Club Float-Zeta Phi Zeta has asked if they could enter a float into the Homecoming Parade. Upon Richard's expressed feelings that it would not be fair to other clubs to compete with a float when it was announced to only have cars decorated, the Council wholeheartedly agreed.

Record Cover-Gailyn announced that the covers for the '66-67 record would be ready in a couple of days. A work party will be announced for possibly Thursday night later this week. All are expected to be present.

Homecoming-All the committee chairmen for the Homecoming events reported their progress. Sam requested that he may need the Council members' help with the SA float.

Judging of Parade Entries-The Council helped parade chairman, Richard Davis by suggesting possible criteria to judge floats and cars.

- Workmanship
- Originality
- Appropriateness
- Club Participation
- Theme
- Design
- Creativity

Suggestions made for judges were:

- Mr. Indermill
- Dr. Gilliam
- Mr. Watson
- Mr. Harvy Dykes
- Dr. Atteberry

It was agreed an odd number of judges should be selected.

Concession Stands at Football Games—There has been complaint about the confusion and poor service at the football concession stands. The Council made some suggestions for improvement for Gailyn to give to Perry Mason.
Sell refreshments in the stands
Have announced the east-end stand
Forming of lines for service
Building ramps to set up to make for cafeteria type service and payment at the end of the formation.

Nominating Candidates—There has been complaint by students of not having a long enough time to think of their choice of nominees for which to vote in the past Homecoming Court elections. Gailyn said he would remind the PETIT JEAN staff of this complaint to better plan the next nominee election of class favorites.

Adjournment—Since there was no further business, the meeting adjourned at 7:55 p.m.